


The Dutch are perfect to making fun of when you look at lunch  cultures. 

French and Italians make our white and brown slices of bread with cheese 

and sausage ridiculous for over centuries.

But the Middle Ages in the Dutch lunch culture are history. For some time 

now there is a motion active referring the dull Dutch slices of bread to the 

history books. The Dutch lunch redefines and will set the international 

lunch card. They call themselves Extreme Beleggers (Extreme Fillers?).  

The movement started around 2010, in the investors-enclave Villa Hendrik 

aan de Amstel in Amsterdam. During a cosy lunch, constructions were built 

which deserved to call them ‘extreme fillers’.  What do you think about a 

combination of white bread, peanut butter, sambal, two centimetres (never 

less) of thick slices liver sausage (the cheap ones are just fine), topped with 

paper-thin slices ‘gummy’ of the weekly kilo cheese, while laying next to it an 

extremely healthy piece of bread with freshly fished salmon, seeds from 

your own backyard en biologic fabricated butter. A joy to watch, and it taste 

great as well. 

And it turns out: we are with many. Friends, relatives, acquaintances, each of 

them are secretly members from the Club van Extreme Beleggers for over 

years. With love they share their extreme recipes in this book - from milk on 

white bread till fries Yoppi crisp with peach sauce – to leave the colourless 

bread behind us and give shape to a new, unique lunch tradition. 

 

Let’s make Great Sandwiches; it’s time for a revolution! 

Matthijs Schippers, Caspas Wijers & Jasper Henderson 
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At a scale from 1 until extreme

 the preparation What do you need?

Smeer de witte boterham in met veel 

pindakaas, leg er dikke uienringen 

over en klap dicht met nog een 

 besmeerde boterham. Drink er een 

glas rode wijn bij.

� Wit brood, (Amerikaanse) 

� pindakaas 

� ui

DE MOUNT EVEREST SPECIAL

“ In times of stress they could be counted on to call for sandwiches  

of meat or peanut butter, fortified with thick slices of onion”Ernest Hemingway
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 the preparation What do you need?

At a scale from 1 until extreme: 

Spread the brown sandwiches thickly 

with peanut butter, and the sambal 

 after that (important when you don’t 

like sambal behind your ears while 

you’re eating it). Cut the banana in 

slices and divide it on the sandwiches. 

Please note: it’s highly forbidden  

to double the sandwiches in order  

to protect the beauty of it.

� Brown bread (fresh)

� Peanut butter

� Banana ( (over)ripe)

� Sambal Manis

EASTERN ELVIS

“I’ve come up with the banana myself. Why? Because I can!”Matthijs
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 What do you need  the preparation

AT A SCALE FROM 1 UNTIL EXTREME

TOPPIE DE JOPPIE 

Spread butter at a slice of bread.  

Cover with a layer of peach mar-

malade, and cover then gently with 

Patatje-Joppie-Chips. It’s advisable to 

 crumble the chips for the best result. 

The salt bite tastes best combined 

with the sweet and sticky marmalade: 

a match made in heaven!

� Brown bread

� Butter

� Peach marmalade

� Patatje-Joppie-crisps

“ I saw a broached bag of Patatje-Joppie-chips just  

before my breakfast. The rest is history. ”Matthijs
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